
ARI DC-500 / DC-501

SIZE
1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1 1/4”, 1 1/2”, 2”

DESCRIPTION
This is a double check assembly.  Production began in 2007.  The body is made of a 
UV resistant glass reinforced nylon.  There is a single access cover.  The checks are 
an inline modular design.  Spring tension is contained when the cover is removed.  In 
2016 the Model DC-501 was introduced with union end nylon shutoffs.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
The kit contains discs and O’rings

     SIZE                    KIT NO
     1/2”-1” 0465-565499-01K
   1 1/4”-2” 0465-565499-02K

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Plasic body construction
~Inline check design
~Factory repair information enclosed
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ARI RP500 /RP501
SIZE
1/2”, 3/4”, 1”, 1 1/4”, 1 1/2”, 2”

DESCRIPTION
This is a reduced pressure assembly.  Production began in 2007.  The body is made 
of a UV resistant glass reinforced nylon.  There is a single access cover.  The checks 
are an in-line modular design. There will be RV spring tension when the cover is 
removed.  The RV stem is mounted between the check assemblies.  The checks are an 
in-line modular design held in the body by a retainer.  In 2016 the Model RP501 was 
introduced which contains union end nylon shutoffs.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
The kit contains discs, diaphragm, and O’rings

   SIZE          KIT NO
    1/2”-1”  0466-565499-01K
  1 1/4”-2”  0466-565499-02K

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~Plastic body construction
~Inline check design
~Factory repair information enclosed
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ARI VB-500 /VB-501

SIZE
1/2”, 3/4”, 1”

DESCRIPTION
This is a pressure vacuum breaker.  Production began in 2016.  The body is made of 
an UV resistent glass reinforced nylon.  The check and air inlet are a modular design.  
The model VB-500 comes with lead free bronze shutoffs.  The model VB-501 comes 
with union end nylon body shutoffs.

BASIC REPAIR KIT
The kit contains the check and air inlet modules

   SIZE     KIT NO
   1/2”-1”  APVBT050

IMPORTANT FEATURES
~ Plastic body construction

~Plastic shutoffs available

~Factory repair information enclosed
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